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On June 7, 2022, at 2115 hours, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation (BCI) Special Agent
David Wieging (SA Wieging) interviewed Sam Moser (Moser) and Tyriq Ellis (Ellis) at Boost Mobile
(Boost) within the shopping center on the corner of Stelzer and Agler Roads. The purpose of
the interview with Moser and Ellis was to obtain all relevant information regarding the activities
that occurred on this date at 2280 Stelzer Road, Columbus, Ohio, 43219.

This report only summarizes the information deemed by the author of the most relevance to
the investigation and does not purport to contain all questions and answers from the interview.
Further, this report was placed in a chronology to aid the reader's overall understanding of the

information obtained during the interview and may not be reflective of the actual sequencing
of questions. It is suggested that the full recording be reviewed to clarify any content or
contextual questions regarding the information from the interview.

Moser was a customer inside Boost and Ellis was an employee inside Boost. Moser shared he
was standing at a counter with Ellis when they heard a little bit of yelling and a shot. He then
said he heard about a half-dozen more shots, which he believed may have been firecrackers.
Moser thought about looking outside, but Ellis stopped him.

Ellis shared that they heard a raised voice followed by shots. He stated they went to the back
(of the store) because he did not want to be seen. Approximately five minutes after the shots
were fired, he approached the front entrance of Boost and looked outside. He witnessed a guy
on the ground and an ambulance.

SA Wieging's interview with Moser and Ellis ended at approximately 2120 hours.

A copy of the audio-recorded interview with Moser and Ellis is attached to this report.
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Attachment # 01: 2022-06-07 Audio Interview with Sam Moser and Tyriq Ellis
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